


Stars and STRIPE is actually the first book written by the future king of DC Geoff Johns. After reading so much Bombshells and seeing how freaking adorable Stargirl is in it, sometimes it s easy to think that superhero comics don t cater for kids enough any more, but Geoff Johns Stars and S.T.R.I.P.E. is here to take JSA Presents: Stars and S.T.R.I.P.E. The Justice Society of America are Earth s mightiest defenders, whose ranks include the Flash, Green Lantern, Wonder Woman, and Captain Marvel. See Stargirl, the Star Spangled Kid! Review: JSA Presents: Stars and STRIPE Vol. 2 trade paperback


JSA Presents: Stars and S.T.R.I.P.E. Series by Geoff Johns is published by DC Comics. The paperback has 336 pages and is available in Paperback.


